
Transcript of Conversation at Zappy Pizza, 

November 1, 2016 
 

Roger:  I read about that attack that happened two days ago here…  

Worker: Oh,yeah. 

Roger:  in the paper. 
Worker: You read about it? 

Roger:  Yeah. 

Worker: It wasn't that bad, not as bad as the media says. 

Roger:  Okay. 

Roger:  It was three white guys beat up a … 

Worker: Yeah … but… it was nonsense. 

Roger:  It’s nonsense? 

Worker: Yeah, that Somali guy was talking crap to the white guy. 

Roger:  What’s that? 

Worker: That Somali guy was talking crap to the white guy. So, he kind of had      

        it coming for him, you know? 

Roger:  Oh, okay. 

Worker: … and they just went all against him. 

Roger:  All of them ganged up on him? 

Worker: Yeah, but he only got punched by one guy. 

Roger:  Did he have brass knuckles?  

Worker: Nooo! 

Worker: Then, there was a little Somali kid with him…  

Roger:  Uh-huh 

Worker: and he said he got hit in the head with a chair.    

Worker: That kid just ran out. He didn’t get any hit. 

Roger:  He didn’t get hit? 

Worker: No. 

Roger:  Why did they do that? 

Worker: It’s the media… media, yeah? 

Roger:  They wanted to make a big story out of it? 

Worker: Yesterday, we had reporters all day.  It was kind of annoying. They 

        were reporting something that didn't happen, you know? 

Roger:  Oh, okay. 

Worker: Yeah, he just got hit and they made a huge thing about it. 

Roger:  They… he got hit? 

Worker: He just got hit once in the head and they made a huge thing out of 

        it. 

Roger:  But he was talking crap to them, first? 

Worker: Yeah, yeah. 

Worker: He had it coming for him, you know? 

Roger:  Okay. 

Worker: Yeah. 

Worker: (speaking Spanish to cook.) 

Roger:  Alright.  I'm a blogger. Do you mind if I say that somebody here told 

        me that? 

Worker: Yeah, go ahead. 

Roger:  It's alright? 

Worker: Yeah, just say “a witness.” 

Roger:  A witness, okay.   

Roger:  Thank you. I appreciate it very much. 

 

 


